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THE MANUFACTURE OF WESTON'S DIFFERENTIAL PULLEY are first purposely mli,de a httle short of the length they are 
BLOCKS, SAFETY HOISTS, ETC. finally intended to . be, the c�ain is then laid on a gauge 

Cotton Size and Cotton Sizing. The mventlOn of the differential pulley block by Mr. T. whlCh represents Just the Clrcumference of the sprocket 11 the Ed"A- ,/' he &. ;-li� A . • • O !W'r oJ t MntlJ� mencan : 
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A. Weston, some years ago, was the accompitshment of a wheel, and stretched until It fits exactly therem. ThiS IS . . . . 
radical improvement in one of the oldest mechamcal apph mtended to take out all the ., st tch" h ch Id occu I With reference to the artlCle m the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 

ances known to man. The ordmary tackle block, in more in use, and to give the links j�:t the:h�pe �
o
;hich th: of F�b�uary 7th last, descr�b!ng the �nglish practice of 

or less perfect form, IS known to have been in use among chain will endure the greatest stram. The chains tested' over-slzmg cotto�s, and advlsm� AmerIc�n manufa:-turers 
the early Egyptians, and probably dates back to the earliest here include those for one eighth ton pulleys, made of three not to follow their exam�le, I Wish. to Imng to notIc� the 
days of civilization_ 'rhe device, like the art of sewmg sixteenths inch iron, up to those for ten ton pulleys, made f
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prior to the invention of the sewing machine, contmued of seven eighths inch iron. The testing of the blocks, ave.begun to now t �t· not a t �t IS w Ite IS cotton; 
without essential change until Mr. Weston at a smgle stroke shown in the adjoining VieW, explains itself. no hoisting and It may be a surprise to the English mannfacturers .and 
mcreased its effiCiency thirty or forty fold, gave it Its self- apparatus is ever sent from the shop nntil It has all been traders to learn tha� the consumers now ask for. Ame�lCan 
sustaining capacity, and added that quality of safety which put together and tested as to its capacity to hft, without unbl�!\ched goods, m prefe�enc.e to. the ver� white fin�shed 
gives to the differential block its greatest value. First In- stretchmg, the entire load which it is built to carry. English cottons. The motive IS thl�: practIcal e�penence 
troduced m England, the inventIOn spread rapidly over the The "Light Traveler," for warehouse use, showing how has shown them that the former will become wiliter after 
entire mechanical world, and has now long been recognized these pulleys can be arranged to run on overl;!ead rails, washing, and the weaving more compact, while the latter 
as an mdlspensable adjunct m mechamcal operations of all affords a good illustration of the advantages which can be will be less white, the weaving more separated, and more 
kinds. Its greatest charm lies in its ab80lute simplicity, for secured by such an arrangement iu stores where goods are than half of the weight of the goods will be lost in the first 
It IS the reduction of a mechamcal problem to its simplest to be stored in quantities, and yet give such convenience of washing. 
pOSSible terms. To thiS fact may be attnbuted the extraor access that cases may be readily taken, for inspection or I am confident that this single yet forcible fact must be 
dmarily rapid adoption of the devlCe as soon as introduced, removal, from any part of a large warehouse. ufficient e v idence in favor and encouragement of all kinds 
and the universal popularity and esteem in which it is held. In the" Hoisting Crab and Derrick Winch," shown in of honest manufacturing, whether in cottons or anything 

In the ordmary or " direct" style of block one man can another View, the Weston patent brake is used, so that. else. ' .  
hft from one thousand �o two thousand pounds. By means the load is always self-sustained, and the handles may The

d
�resent fever f�r fraudule�t adulter�tlO�s, tS ;o.w 

of the recently added "geared" style of block the lifting be at any time suddenly" let go " without the weight" run- , entere mto by ma�y of the manu acturers m ng an '. III 

capacity of each man is increased to from two thousand to ning down" To lower the load the handles must be.turned order to compete With cheap German and French manufac· 
five thousand pounds. With both styles the load is always backward, but unless this is done the suspended weight re- tures, is .simply ruinous to Bri�ish comm�rc�, and its evil 
self-sustamed, and cannot 'run down. To effect lowering it is mains stationary. effects Will have to be borne directly or mdIrectly by the 
necessary to reverse the motIOn of the chains, by pulling on In the jib and traveling cranes, shown at the bottom of entire kingdom. To say that the cotton goods now intro
them, when the load will descend, but only so fast and so the page, the further application of the principles of this duced here from England are the same in quality to those 
long as the chams are moved by hand. If at any time the patent hoisting machinery for the moving of heavier bodies of ten years ago, would be an absurdity. The English linen 
chams be let go, either in hoisting or lowering, the load 

I 
is represented. All the several motions for moving the load goods, whieh have stood unquestionably ahead of all others, 

Immediately comes to rest. are made by direct pull, and, while the appliances are so sim- are to-day so adulterated that some grades and trademarks, 
In the Illustrations on the first page of thiS paper are pIe that nothing can possibly get out of order, there is abso- stamped "pure linen," "guaranteed all linen," etc., are, 

shown the principal details of the manufacture, as well as lute safety against the load running down except by the in fiber, half cotton, half linen, and in all cases heavily 
some of the most important uses to which these hoisting positive action of the workmen having it in charge. sized. But it is not only in all kinds of woven goods that 
devices are put. In the differential pulley, as is well known, England is suffering from great competition; in fancy goods 
the wheels III each block are made with sprockets, in which and hardware she has a dangerous neighbor in the French 
the Imks of an endless chain must lie smoothly and fit ex- Republic, which is in a good way to monopolize the trade 
actly. The chain passes around but one wheel in the lower of this country. 
block, but III the upper block are two wheels on the same Adulterated manufactures will not last long anywhere 
shaft, one a small fraction larger than the other. In hoist- to-day. People have time now to think, and a little to say 
ing, the chain is taken up on the larger, and paid off from in everything. Even the Indians in the vast Pampas 
the smaller of these two wheels, while in lowering the readily know polished nickel from silver. Honesty and 
reverse occurs, the effect on the load being due to the rl:tf- honest productions will, in the end, pay the best. In sup-
ference in the diameters of the wheels. This difference, as port of this assertion let us look at Messrs. Rogers & Son's 
already stated, is very slight, and the differential effect cutlery. The steel used to-day ill the different articles manu-
that is obtained, therefore, gives the operator an immense factured by this firm is as good if not better in quality 
leverage III handling the load. In. making what is than that furnished in their very first productions. For this 
styled the" direct" differential pulley blocks, the loop in and no other reason consumers here will pay two dol-
the chain whlCh hangs loose and free from the upper pulley lars gold for a Rogers & Son's three-blade penknife, and 
is used to pull upon In raising or lowering the load, and thiS will not pay a half dollar for one of other makes, even should 
loop IS lengthened or shortened as the load goes up or down; it have six blades. 
but m the" geared" pulleys, which have been since intro. Regarding art processes on the whole, one is led to be-
duced, an extra wheel is added to the upper block, from lieve that in England the idea still prevails that price is 
whlCh an endless hand chain depends, the length of which the primary and quality the secondary object with the con-
does not change. By thiS simple addition to the" direct " sumer. In this case, I dare say, the adulterers will think 
differential pulley its power can be increased from three to it remarkably droll that the customer here should not pay 
five fold without making the blocks or apparatus any more better price for an article that furnishes him with more 
cumbersome or complicated. stuff. 

The prime essential in these puTIeys, and the condition In conclusion, let the Americans continue to manufac-
without which they would be worth little more than so ture honestly what they produce, disregarding other nat.ions 
much old Iron, is to have the shape and pitch of the sprock- in the art of adulteration. The time will come when a 
ets in the Wheels exactly right, and then to make the chains common black cotton or linen necktie will bring a hetter price 
so they will fit perfectly, without danger of stretching. than a silk one, judging from the abominable black �ilks 
When, therefore, the Yale Lock Manufacturing Company, that are at present forced into public use. 

THE OLD STYLE. THE WESTON. 
about five years ago, purchased the patents of Thomas A. P. DEL VALLE HALSEY. 

Weston on differential pulleys and other hoisting apparatus, In the illustrations .on .this page one will be at once recog- Buenos Ayres, A. R., March 27,1880. 
they set themselves to makmg such improvements in the nized as an apt portrayal of the difference between the hoist-
manufacturl', and to the attainment of such exactness in ing of heavy weights by these improved differential pulleys Nerve GraCtlng. 

workmanship as would leave nothing to be desired on this and the doing of the same work in the old fashioned way. Dr. J. Gluck, of Bucharest, lately brought before the 
score. The company already had a wide reputatlOn for the In the other is shown what is called the" double lift," for ninth congress of the German Society of Surgery at Berlin 
excellence of their locks, but in the new field they then com hoisting or letting down expeditiously only moderately heavy some interesting results of experiments in nerve grafting. 
menced to work they achieved a success in every way com loads. It is extensively used in stores and factories, and con He cut out a 'portion of the sciatic nerve of a fowl, and then 
mensurate with that they had won in the specialty with sists of a chain, with hook on each end, passing over a sheave removed a similar portion of the same nerve from the leg of 
which they have been for so many years identified. which can be rotated by a hand rope and wheel. It is pro a rabbit, and placed this in the leg of the fowl, uniting the 

In our illustrations, the chain making, as shown to the vided with Weston's patent brake, so that if the rope is let two ends by sutures. The nerve united, and the paralysis 
left at the top of the page, is conducted in a blacksmith shop go the load will remain suspended and can never run down. caused, of course, by the excision of the piece of nerve, was 
where are twenty-one forges. The chains for the differen- As one hook ascends the other descends, and is thus ready recovered from. He repeated the experiment, and exhibited 
tiai pulleys are all made by hand, and Welsh and English for the next load, one man being able to lift a full load at the the successful results, showing the fowls with full restora
workmen are fDund most competent in thIS specially. They rate of about twelve feet per minute, and lighter loads pro· tion of power. He was led to these experiments by the re
work very rapidly, each link of the cham bein� made of a portionately faster, while the speed for lowering may be regu- suIt of a case of nerve suture. Paralysis of the median had 
piece of Norway rod iron cut off at an exact length, and made lated as desired. resulted from extensive destruction of the tissue of th41 arm 
as true as it could be cut out with a die. In this department By the improvements which' the Yale Lock Manufacturing by gangrene. Dr. Gluck cut down on the radial nerve and 
also is a steam hammer, and an apparatus especially designed Company ha ve introduced in the manufacture of these vari- found that part of the nerve was destroyed. He united the 
by the company for bending the hooks for the wrought iron ous devices for hoisting and managing heavy loads they not two ends by sutures, and the matt regained the power of 
tackle blocks. These hooks are flattened a little to give only have greatly increased efficiency, but ahsolute safety, as motion, which he had entirely lost. Of course, the experi
them greater width through the point where the greatest against the cumbrous and dangerous methods heretofore ment in nerve grafting in animals, adds the Lancet, do 
strain comes, and it has been a matter of no little study and used, and their differential pulley blocks, safety hoists, trav- not warrant the expectation that a similar result could be 
experiment with the company to determine exactly What eling and jib cranes, etc., are now meeting with constantly obtained in the case of the human subject. It iil well known 
shape was best for giving the greatest strength, so that the widening demand for use in machine ShOPR, factories, iorges, that the union and regeneration of nerves occur with greater 
hook would not straighten out under the load, and in all mills, steamships, as well as in laying street mains, pulling facility in the case of the lower animals than ill man. 
parts, as well as with its joinmg with the block, the strength stumps of trees, and in fact to a diversity of uses which it • , • I • 

would be proportionate. would require a catalogue to enumerate. Black Ants
:,

a Cure Cor Currant WorlDfi. 

The machine shop, as shown in the other engraving at the The works of the company are located at Stamford, Conn., I A correspondent of the Ohio Farmer finds the common 
top of the page, is fully fitted up with lathes, planing ma- and they have salesrooms of their own at 53 Chambers black ant an efficient protection against the plague of cur
chines, etc., and all the requisite tools for finishing the street, New York; 36 Pearl street, Boston ,506 Commerce rant worms. He has several colonies of ants close to his 
various parts of the work, and in this department is also street, Philadelphia; and 64 Lake street, Chicago. Their I currant bushes, and enjoys an abundance of currants, while 
conducted the gauging of the chains and testmg of the goods, as above described, are largely handled by all dealers' his neighbors' bushes are overrun with worms. Formerly 
blocks, which are shown in separate VIews. The ganging of 

I 
in machinery, engineers' supplies, etc , and the company! he took pains to destroy the ant colonies, but on witnessing 

t?e chains 18 

.
carried on accordin

.
g to a plan especially. de· will be happy to furnish, on application, an illustr!l.ted cata I their attacks 1..[)on the worms he has taken pains to protect 

Signed for thIS work, and every lmk of each length destmed logue of the goods of their manufacture. I and encourage .hem. 
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MECHANICAL INVENTIONS. 

Mr. Thomas G. Glover, Jr., of Bedford, Ind., has patented 
a light-running hand car that may be easily handled. It is 
designed for the use of section inen and other employes of 
railroads. 

Mr. George W. Dudley, of Waynesborough, Va., has 
patented a novel !law filing and setting machine, designed 
especially for saws having a straight row of teeth, and it 
comprises novel features which cannot be clearly described 
without engravings. 

Mr. Charles S. Peach, of North Adams, Mass., has pa
tented an improvement in ring spinning frames, the 
object of the invention being to prevent the threads 
from throwing out and interfering with each other, 
and to equalize the tension and draught on the 
thread, whereby the yarn will be wound on 
the bobbin equally hard and close at top and bot
tom. 

Mr. Heinrich Seck, of Frankfort-on-the-Main, 
Germany, has patented a preparatory bolting ma
chine so combined with a fine dressing machine that 
it serves for separating the husks, bran, and coarser 
particles from the meal, and for sorting the meal 
itself into different degrees of fineness at one ope
ration. 

Mr. Cyrus S. Stevens, of Lowell, Mass., has pa
tented a machine for filing straight and circular 
saws. The invention consists in certain features of 
construction and combination for obtaining the 
necessary movements of the files and the requisite 
adjustments of the saws. 

Mr. Alanson Cary, of New York city, has pa-
. tented a machine for manufacturing metallic barbed 
ribbon for the wire used for fences so as to give 
to such a wire a barbed edge. The invention 
consists in a machine combining a reciprocating 
head carrying the cutters, a feed bed, and die plate, 
feading rollers, and an intermittent feed motion 
whereby the ribbon is fed forward beneath the ctit� 
ters, and the operation' perfo'rmed 'rapidly without 
waste of material. -

Messrs. John E. Best and William E. Higgins, of 
Arlington Heights, TIl., have patented im- iinproved 
thill coupling jack for compressing the rubber in a 
thill coupling to allow t�e thiU eye or coupling bolt 
to be readily inserted. 

An improvement in machines for depositing fine 
and powdered substances in uniform quantities in 
packages, has been patented by Mr. James McCrod
den, of New York city. The machines are so con
structed that they may be readily adjusted for form
ing larger or smaller packages. They are' con
venient in operation, filling the packages quickly, 
and allowing them to be readily inserted and' re-
moved. " . 

Mr. Winfield S. Reeve, 'of Ricevilie Iowa has 
patented an improvement in trimmin� sliear� for 
blacksmith�' use. The invention consists in con • .  
necting the cam lever with the movable jaw by 
a slotted plate; so that' the tiperator may stand 
behind and over his work, thus being enabled to cut to a line. 

• f ••• 

NEW STEAM: BOILER. 

Our engraving represents an improved compound ste'1m 
boiler patented by Mr. Robert R. Hind, of Kohla, Hawaii, 
Hawaiian Islands. It is designed especially for utilizing 
cane trash or bagasse, or any other light fuel. These ·boil· 
ers have been largely introduced in the Hawaiian Islands, 
and have earned a reputation forlieing' very economical 
steam generators, and exceedingly well adapted to any fuel 
supplying a long flame. 

The boiler is composed of a single flue or Cornish boiler, 
A, and a multitubular boiler, B, placed end to end, leaving 
a . space, C, between them. These boilers are connected 
together at the top 
by a steam drum, 
D, and at the bot
tom by circulating 
pipes, E. 

The boiler, A, is 
set directly over the 
furnace with its for
ward end over the 
grate. The products 
of combustion and 
flame follow the di
rection indicated by 
the arrows, passing 
through the single 
fl ue of the boiler, 
A, across the space, 
C, and through the 
tubes of the boiler, 
B, to the chimney. 
A portion of the 
heated gas and 
flame is made to 
circulate under the 
boiler, B. before 
passing to the chim. 
ney. This boiler is 
highly spoken of 
by owners of sugar 

'eieutifi( �tuttieau. 
plantations in the Hawaiian Islands, and we have no doubt 
it might be profitably employed in SaW mills, planing mills, 
and in manufactories relying on waste and on light fuel for 
generating steam. 

The inventor would be pleased to correspond with any 
one desiring fUrther information in relation to this boiler. 

.... ' "!I 

IMPROVEMENT IN HATCHWAYS. 

The annexed engraving shows an improved device for 
opening and closing hatchway covers or doors iLs the eleva
tor approaches, passes through, and recedes from the floor 
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the dogs are engaged by the elevator in its descent the covers 
will be raised. There are two inclined guides, projecting 
from the bottom of the elevator to insure the complete 
opening of the covers. 

The trip dogs, C, have sufficient weight to nearly coun· 
terbalance the covers, so that but little force is required to 
operate the mechanism. As the elevator descends the trip 
dogs are pushed down until they are released at the lower 
ends of the guides, when the covers will be open arid will be 
kept open by the elevator until it passes that floor, when they 
will follow the rounded bows at the top of the elevator and 

close automatically. The inventor informs us that 
architects and mechanics who have examined the 
invention pronounce it perfectly practicable. It 
may be placed upon any elevator without making 
any alterations in the hatchway. 

The expense of the application of this device is 
very light. It makes no difference which way the 
doors are made to open. this mechanism will ope
rate them. The frames in which the dogs work can 
be placed both on one of the elevator guide posts, 
one on each guide post, or on separate posts built 
especially for them. The working attachments are 
alike in size for all hatchways, thus making the cost 
very much less than where it is necessary to make 
the working parts of different sizes according to 
the size of the elevator. 

The small wire cables or chains used in operating 
the covers is provided with a turn buckle to take 
up the slack in case they stretch. The whole con
trivance is so simple that the engineer in charge of 
the elevator can always keep everything in perfect 
working order . 

Hooks can be arranged to fasten the doors up, if 
necessary. This will not interfere in the least with 
the working of the elevator car. This is an advan
tage over other automatic hatch covers, because in 
some cases, when a door is broken or in any way 
out of order, the elevator cannot be worked until 
the damage is repaired. 

For further particulars address the inventor and 
owner, W. H. K.,75 University Place, New York 
city. 

.......... 

Elevators. 
We have in New York city several thousand ele

vators; they are used in almost every large and 
prominent establishment. In the post office building 
there are fourteen, and it is only a few weeks since 
that the principal one of these, as far as the know ledge 
of the public goes, and the one most used by the out
side crowd, suddenly fell to pieces. It was a hy
draulic elevator, the car being held upon a column 
of water. This was considered the best and safest 
of all, and yet the few persons.in it at the time of 
the mishap barely escaped with their lives. Scarcely 
a month has elapsed since the accident at Fall 
River, by which Mr. Sevey was. killed, and Mr. 

IMPROVED HATOHW A Y. Crowley died since of. his,injuries, Since that time 
there have b�en eleven elevator accidents, and some 

either upon its ascent or descent. The engraving shows the one has been injured each time. What is still more alarm
elevator descending, and the doors being opened preparatory ing, all the elevators eJtcept two had safety appliances, and 
to the descent of the elevator through the floor. When the yet in every instance the CM or cage fell to the bottom of 
elevator ascends, the bows attached .to the top open the the well. 
covers,.and they close gently by their own gravity after the 'Our city is famous forits cloud-seeking buildings. Ground 
elevator passes, the trip dogs employed in opening the doors is high, and story after story is added to make room for 
acting as checks or counter weights; but when the elevator .immense stocks of goods. Elevators duplicated and quad. 
descends a more difficult problein is encountered, and it is rupled afford easy access to the upper floors. This mode of 
this that the invention shown in the engraving is more conveyance is absolutely necessary, and cannot be dispensed 
particularly intended to meet. with until some better method is discovered. It is idle to 

Upon one of the guide posts there are two guides, A B, speak of safety appliances. We have had too many such 
for receiving vertically sliding trip-dogs, C, to which are catch-penny contrivances. We had a safety fire. ladder 
attached ropes, D, connected with the covers, one being some months ago by which two noble firemen were killed 
attached to each cover and running over pulleys, so that as at the first experimental test in this city. What we need 

HIND'S COMJ»OUND STEAM BOILER. 
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is something that 
will prove safe un
der all circum
stances. What that 
will be we do not 
know, but our mer
chants who build 
warehouses a hun
dred feet high 
should i n  t e r e  s t 
themselves in pro
viding for the ab
solute safety of the 
tens of thousands 
who daily use their 
elevators. Secreta
ry Sherman, while 
in town last week, 
had a conversation 
w i t  h Postmaster 
James, when the 
latter urged the ne
cessity of having 

,': more and betterele
vators' in the post 
office building. The 
Secretary expressed 
himself heartily in 
favor of the pro-
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